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Rock-Folk Fusion 13 MP3 Songs POP: Folky Pop, Rock Acoustic Looking Glaze Conversations Songs

Details: Looking Glaze Conversations is Alysson Light's back secrete of original songs (13 traces this

time). Young (dob 4/19/85), but already a veteran of the music scene in North Carolina, Alysson has been

performing solo (just her voice and her piano) since she was 15. She has been called the fastest rising

star of the Triangle area by the local press, and has garnered best bets and spotlight articles throughout

the Southeast as she has worked hard to bring her music to as many towns and cities as she can reach

with the limitations of a real High School plus College curriculum (8 AP classes, 3 college classes-she's a

National Merit Scholarship Finalist). Her music is definitely not for teeny boppers, but will strike a chord

with those who remember Joni Mitchell, or who enjoy the complex melodies and poetic lyrics of Tori

Amos. Alysson has twice been awarded scholarships from the prestigious Berklee College of Music.

Berklee boasts Paula Cole and Melissa Ethridge as well as many, many other Grammy award winning

artists among its graduates. While a junior in High School, Alysson was a member of the prestigious soul

group "Tower of Power" while at Berklee. Other accomplishments: *#1 Artist Overall at Artist Launch.com,

(July-Sept. 2002), *#1 in Folk! #1 in Folk, Jazz, and Easy Listening April,'02; at the same time, *at

Mp3she was #2 in Pop Vocals, #41 overall; and later #2 in Jazz Vocals! *Finalist in 2002 NC Songwriting

contest *Finalist in 2003 NC Battle of the Bands as a Solo Artist! *Finalist in 2003 Cat's Cradle

Songwriting Contest *performed more than 90 shows, solo (including Lincoln Theatre, Berkeley Caf, Cat's

Cradle, Six String, Evening Muse, Middle East -Cambridge, Mass) Look for her at a Venue near you

soon!
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